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"Lean Math." Now, there's a name that evokes passion in the heart of every lean practitioner!?

But, the truth is effective lean transformations require some level of math, whether it's the often deceptively simple calculation of takt time, sizing kanbans, calculating process capability, or anything in between. It's hard to get away from math-free lean and certainly math-free six sigma!

Lean Math is not intended to be some purely academic study and it does not pretend to be part of the heart and soul of lean principles. Rather, it's a tool and a construct for thinking. Here we want to integrate lean math theories and examples with experimentation and application.

In the end, we hope the blog, along with its fledgling community, lives up to the tag line, "Figuring to improve."






Please enjoy one or more of the following 84 posts, below.









Lean Math Blog




"Lean Math: Figuring to Improve" Receives 2017 Shingo Publication Award





Mon, 10/30/2017 - 17:05


By markrhamel





[image: Shingo Publication Award]

 

The following is an excerpt from a Shingo Insititute press release dated September 7, 2017:





	Read more about "Lean Math: Figuring to Improve" Receives 2017 Shingo Publication Award
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Setup Reduction Strategy and Internal versus External Changeover Time





Wed, 09/06/2017 - 18:20


By markrhamel
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	Read more about Setup Reduction Strategy and Internal versus External Changeover Time
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Changeover Time





Wed, 09/06/2017 - 18:18


By markrhamel





Changeover time represents the elapsed time to changeover from the production/processing of one product or service to a different product or service. Admittedly, there is little math involved here. Some readers may scratch their heads and wonder why one would need a math entry at all! However, changeover time is important in the overall scheme of Lean Math and, with it, the principle of flow and pull. More specifically, internal changeover time (T∆i) is a critical driver of batch sizes, lead time, and intervals.





	Read more about Changeover Time
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Benchmarking and the Absolute Benchmarking Process Efficiency Ratio





Mon, 06/05/2017 - 15:56


By drmike





Neil always used to confound and shock me. He was always pursuing perfection. And I would always retort something like, “But, the real world isn’t perfect.”

Over the years, I slowly realized the value and wisdom of Neil’s mindset. It is consistent with traditional lean thinking (as long as it does not paralyze the PDCA cycle), and it helps drive innovation and the right thought process. I have found that lean thinkers not only benchmark themselves against the competition, they also benchmark themselves against perfection. This is where math can help.





	Read more about Benchmarking and the Absolute Benchmarking Process Efficiency Ratio
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New Book, New Look, and New Content





Thu, 06/01/2017 - 05:31


By markrhamel





[image: alt]New Book. A handful of weeks ago, SME published our new book, Lean Math: Figuring to Improve. It is, and was, undoubtedly a labor of love…or at least the 444-page labor of Dr. Mike (aka Michael O’Connor) and me.





	Read more about New Book, New Look, and New Content
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Inventory




Inventory Record Accuracy





Fri, 08/21/2015 - 17:09


By lloucka





How you measure Inventory Accuracy depends on where you stand.





	Read more about Inventory Record Accuracy
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Product Family Analysis





Thu, 04/30/2015 - 15:54


By drmike





Value stream analysis is conducted typically for one specific product or service family at a time. In order to identify and distinguish families, lean practitioners use what is called a product family analysis matrix (a.k.a. product quantity process matrix (PQPr)). Many times the families can be easily discerned once the matrix is populated, other times, it is more difficult. The application of a dendogram or binary sort, can be helpful in these situations. Value stream analysis and, with it, flow kaizen, is central to any lean transformation and is specific to product or service families.





	Read more about Product Family Analysis
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Taichii Ohno





Sun, 03/01/2015 - 20:54


By lloucka





[image: Taiichi-Ohno]Born February 29, 1912, Taichii Ohno envisioned a way of working that would evolve into the Toyota Production System (TPS), now known widely as Lean.





	Read more about Taichii Ohno
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Combinations and Permutations. Count the Ways.





Wed, 02/04/2015 - 12:42


By drmike





Combinations and Permutations How many different poker hands are there? How many different pizza orders can be made? How many different ways can this work schedule be filled out? How many different ways are there to arrange your books in a bookshelf? These are all examples of combinations and permutations. And knowing how to calculate them is a helpful tool for decision making.  The basic equations are: .





	Read more about Combinations and Permutations. Count the Ways.
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Time




Pitch Interval for Same Pitch Products





Fri, 12/19/2014 - 12:51


By markrhamel





Pitch interval (Ip) can be thought of in two ways: 1) as a unit of time representing the (usually) smallest common pitch shared among a range of products, services, or transactions that are being produced, conveyed, performed, or executed by a given resource(s), and 2) as a count of the number of intervals of a common pitch over a period of time, typically a shift or day.





	Read more about Pitch Interval for Same Pitch Products
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Latest Blog Posts




Wasabi Wah, All the Time (or, the Cool Device that Helps Folks Grasp the Situation)

OK, we are not talking about the distinctive Japanese horseradish - you know, that green pasty…



Jan 8, 2024

- 0 comments




Gemba Walks: with Whom You Walk Matters

With all due respect to Johnny Cash and his song, “You’ll Never Walk Alone,” most of the time,…



Jun 2, 2023

- 0 comments
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This question is for testing whether or not you are a human visitor and to prevent automated spam submissions.
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Contact Details



	For general inquiries:
Contact Us!
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